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AP Biology Summer Assignment 

Atlantic Coast High School 

Greetings AP Biology Students, 

Welcome to AP biology! This is Ms. Raichart your instructor for this year. AP Biology is an intensive course, designed 

to be a 2-year(double block A/B schedule Biology and Genetics).  Please be aware that part of taking this class is 

commitment to being on time, on task, and hard working.  Although AP Biology is a huge commitment, we will have a 

lot of fun.  I look forward to working with each one of you!  

I know the words “summer assignment” tends to send chills down any high school student’s spine, but I think that 

you will find that the assignments will be very beneficial to your through the school year and a bit of fun! These 

assignments are meant to start your year right and help you stay sharp over the summer. Take your time with this 

document; I realize it is long, but the information and opportunities within are great. Take special note of extra credit 

opportunities as these are not offered any other time! 

Mandatory Assignment 1 Introduction letter 
 
First, I would like to know a little about who you are so your first assignment is to send me an email. Yup…. that’s it! 
Your first AP Biology grade will be sending me an email at raichartk@duvalschools.org…if only all the grades were 
this easy! I will reply so you have electronic record that your assignment was received. If by chance you do not receive 
the response, be sure you double check the email address; there are a handful of “Raichart” DCPS email addresses. 
Here is what I would like you to email me at raichartk@duvalschools.org by August 1st: 
 
Subject Line: AP Biology 22-23 
Body: Your full name (preferred nickname, pronouns) & stuff about you! Be completely honest in your responses; 
there are no “right” answers. Please organize your thoughts to respond to the following questions, remembering to 
use proper salutations, closing, grammar etc. 

1. Who was your last science teacher? What class? 
2. What other science classes have you taken? (Bio and Chem are pre-requisites for this course; please let me 

know if you have not taken these courses) 
3. What do you like to do (hobbies, sports, music, interests, etc.)? 
4. Do you have a job or plan on getting a job next year? What kind? 
5. What are your personal strengths when it comes to learning new material? 

6. What causes you to struggle in a course? 

7. What is the most effective way for you to prepare for a test? 

8. How many AP classes have you taken so far? How many have you passed with a 3 or higher? 

9. How many AP classes are you taking this year (please list)? 

10. Have you or will you be taking APES (AP Environmental)? 

11. Was there anything that you liked or disliked about your earlier biology class? 

12. What are you looking forward to the most in AP Biology? 

13. What are you most anxious about in AP Biology? 

14. Why are you taking AP Biology? What do you hope to accomplish/gain? 
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Mandatory Assignment #2 – Signing up for class communication 

1. Join our Remind Classroom. . I use Remind to send out reminders or important information that you may 

need quickly. Remind sends you automatic text messages from me, while keeping everyone’s personal 

information private. See image below for join info. The Remind app is available in your app store if you do not 

already have it. 

 

 

 

2. If you have not used your student email in a minute, please take the time now to be sure you can access and 

use that account. I ask that all email correspondence be conducted through your DCPS student email account. 

This ensures I can easily find your correspondence, personal addresses are not filtered out by our district 

servers and that when you email me, you can easily find my email address. 
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Mandatory Assignment #3 Get your supplies for AP Biology Class 

Below is the list of supplies that you will need for class.  WOW, it is quite a list, but one thing you can be assured of is 

that our class is interactive – that being said you will need the proper tools to engage in project based, interactive 

learning, labs and classroom activities. It is imperative that you come prepared for class on Day 1.  

Supplies 

1. TWO Mead/Five star HEAVY DUTY (plastic cover) 3 subject Notebook College ruled. 

Pages must be at least 8 ½ x 11 (You will need one for 1st semester and one for 2nd 

semester).  It is used daily in class for notes and activities this lovingly referred to as BILL 

– Biology Interactive Learning Log. Get the name brand, you’ll thank me later. 

2. TWO white 1 inch binder with clear cover for title page. Will be kept in class and used to 

store Review Materials for AP Bio Exam AND your LAB work.  

3. Pens, highlighters, color pencils/markers that WILL NOT bleed through pages of 

notebook  

4. Stapler and or double-sided tape. Will be used to secure items in your BILL 

5. Pack of Post it divider tabs – used to separate Units in your BILL and labs in your lab notebook. They need to be 

the sticky ones you can put in your BILL not the three ring dividers.  

6. ONE container of disinfecting wipes – Will be used for those messy labs, and E. coli lab sanitation 

7. One roll of quality paper towels – Will be used during various labs and activities for clean up 

8. ONE bottle of hand-sanitizer and/or ONE bottle of hand-soap 

9. ONE wish list item 

10. Index cards – for vocabulary cards (optional) 

 

 Wish list Item (Worth 5 point Extra credit coupon): 

1. EXPO® Bright Sticks® Wet-Erase Fluorescent Markers.  They do not have to be EXPO brand, they can be any 

brand of wet-erase/liquid-erase chalk markers.  We use them throughout the year, and they are expensive for 

me to buy alone.  You will really enjoy tabletop learning so I hope you can help me purchase these. Here a few 

good brands… 

    
 2. Individually wrapped snacks (granola bars, portioned size goldfish…).  

 3. Coffee items – students can earn coffee/tea/cocoa breaks. Individual creamer cups, sugar, tea bags, coffee pods 

 4. Box of latex free gloves 

 5. 2 Boxes of Kleenex tissue  
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Mandatory Assignment # 4 Get your BILL ready for Semester ONE of AP Bio! 

BILL--The Biology Interactive Learning Log 

In AP Biology students keep an interactive student notebook 

(ISN), where you will document your learning and interact with 

course content.  Our ISN is called a Biology Interactive Learning 

Log, and we will use it daily.  See the examples of covers and 

pages to the left. 

 

On any given day, we could be doing one of the following things 

in our notebook: 

• Solving practice problems  

• Interpreting graphs or diagrams 

• Creating graphic organizers or concept maps about 

biology content 

• Writing practice free response questions 

The activities we will do in our BILL are meant to allow you to 

interact with the biology content of our class in various ways.  The more diverse your interactions with biological 

concepts are, the more likely you will be able to apply them to new situations, whether it is a test or a lab 

investigation.   

 

To create your BILL, you will need a MEAD/FIVE-Star HEAVY DUTY (Plastic Cover) spiral 3 subject notebook.  These 

notebooks are the most durable spiral notebooks – make sure you get a high quality one to ensure that your 

notebook does not fall apart (as will be the case with generic spiral notebooks). This is important because by the 

end of the year, you will have a homemade study guide.  I cannot stress enough how important it is to invest in 

quality for this notebook. I am normally a generic kinda person, but do not skimp on this. 

 

This summer: You will need to decorate the cover of your BILL with a collage of some sort that represents 

you. When there are 25 notebooks in a pile, having made yours personal makes it easy to spot. I also really enjoy 

the story each of your covers tells.  I recommend that you cover the front of your notebook with clear packing 

tape once you have completed the cover to add durability, but also to protect the collage you make.  

 

It will take a couple of days to properly set up you BILL and we begin this process on the second day of class. 

Please have your cover done on day one of class. I will check for completion of this task on the first day of class. 

 

It is important that you keep up with your BILL on a daily basis, since this learning log is the physical representation of 

your processing of course concepts.  We will use this notebook in class on a daily basis to catalog all the learning that 

you do both inside and outside the classroom, so it is important that you have it with you each day.  

*BILLs are the Brainchild of Lee Ferguson – Master AP biology teacher 
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Optional Assignment 1 – Read and Respond 

Read one of the books listed below. After reading, submit a 3-page response. Your response should include a 

summary of the reading and your personal reflection. Completion of this optional assignment can earn a bonus 5, 7 

or 10 points coupon to be used on one Unit Exam of your choosing. 

 
The Demon-Haunted World by Carl Sagan A book about what science really is, and how the scientific method fights 
ignorance and superstition. Very well written, and probably an enjoyable read for anyone. Approximately 200 pages.  
 
T. Rex and the Crater Of Doom by Walter Alvarez A book about the extinction of the dinosaurs and the search and 
collaboration of many scientists to develop the “mass impact” theory of extinction and discover the evidence to support it. 
Quite Short. The Beak of the Finch by Jonathan Weiner A book about the Finches of the Galapagos islands and evolution. 
Infinitely better than the Origin of the Species. Fairly long, at least 500 pages.  
 
Origin of the Species (Any Version) by Charles Darwin A boring book on evolution, but the original. Tried and true. 
Read an abbreviated version if you can find one – the regular one talks way too much about pigeons. Unabridged version 
approximately 450 pages.  
 
A Natural History of the Senses by Diane Ackerman A discussion of taste, touch, smell, sight, and hearing. Not terribly 
scientific but written by a truly excellent writer. It discusses the history of perfume, the meaning of communal eating, and 
much more. Written for the layperson. About 200 pages.  
 
On Aggression by Konrad Lorenz A book about competition between tropical fish around the coral reef. Lorenz and 
competition are always AP Bio topics.  
 
Silent Spring by Rachel Carson A very famous book indeed. Recommended by The Times magazine. Mentioned in the 
2003 AP Bio Exam and the Bio SAT II.  
 
Your Inner Fish: A Journey into the 3.5-Billion-Year History of the Human Body by Neil Shubin Parsing the 
millennia-old genetic history of the human form is a natural project for Shubin, who chairs the department of organismal 
biology and anatomy at the University of Chicago and was co-discoverer of Tiktaalik, a 375-million-year-old fossil fish 
whose flat skull and limbs, and finger, toe, ankle and wrist bones, provide a link between fish and the earliest land-
dwelling creatures.  
 
The Book of Life: An Illustrated History of the Evolution of Life on Earth by Stephen Jay Gould (Editor) A lucid, 
readily comprehensible, and largely up-to-date overview of the origins and evolution of life on earth, from the emergence 
of bacteria 4 billion years ago to that of Homo sapiens in recent geological time. Written by distinguished scientists, the 
text proceeds chronologically, giving an in-depth account of the fossil record. It is matched by hundreds of paintings, 
drawings, charts, and graphs that reinforce the authors' discussions.  
 
Your Brain on Food: How Chemicals Control Your Thoughts and Feelings Gary Wenk (Author) Why is eating 
chocolate so pleasurable? Can the function of just one small group of chemicals really determine whether you are happy or 
sad? Does marijuana help to improve your memory in old age? In this book, Gary Wenk demonstrates how, as a result of 
their effects on certain neurotransmitters concerned with behavior, everything we put into our bodies has very direct 
consequences for how we think, feel, and act.  
 
Dead Men Do Tell Tales: The Strange and Fascinating Cases of a Forensic Anthropologist William R. Maples, 
Michael Browning (Authors) Noted forensic anthropologist Maples, whose specialty is the study of bones, and freelance 
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journalist Browning here recount Maples's criminal and anthropological investigations over the past 20 years. The book's 
strength is as a snapshot of the world of forensic scientists.  
 
The Seven Daughters of Eve: The Science That Reveals Our Genetic Ancestry Bryan Sykes (Author) Sykes is 
passionate about his work in decoding mitochondrial DNA and about using this knowledge to trace the path of human 
evolution. To lure readers into this specialized work, he relates personal and historical anecdotes, offering familiar ground 
from which to consider the science. A discussion of the history of genetics and descriptions of the early landmark work of 
Sykes and his associates culminate with his finding that 90 percent of modern Europeans are descendents of just seven 
women who lived 45,000 to 10,000 years ago.  
 
Plague of Frogs: Unraveling an Environmental Mystery William Souder (Author) A Plague of Frogs is an ecological 
detective story, one that begins when a class of middle schoolers discovers an unusual number of deformed frogs in a pond 
on a southern Minnesota farm in 1995. William Souder spins a gripping tale of scientific investigation, environmental 
debate, and the frightening implications of what these deformed frogs mean for humanity. This is a superb account of a 
disturbing environmental happening, which finally leaves us wondering, as scientists do, over its larger implications."  
 
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks Rebecca Skloot (Author) From a single, abbreviated life grew a seemingly 
immortal line of cells that made some of the most crucial innovations in modern science possible. Henrietta Lacks was a 
mother of five in Baltimore, a poor African American migrant from the tobacco farms of Virginia, who died from a cruelly 
aggressive cancer at the age of 30 in 1951. A sample of her cancerous tissue, taken without her knowledge or consent, as 
was the custom then, turned out to provide one of the holy grails of mid-century biology: human cells that could survive--
even thrive--in the lab.  (One of Ms. R’s favorite books!) 
 
Genome: The Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters Matt Ridley (Author) Each chapter pries one gene out of its 
chromosome and focuses on its role in our development and adult life, but also goes further, exploring the implications of 
genetic research and our quickly changing social attitudes toward this information. Genome shies away from the "tedious 
biochemical middle managers" that only a nerd could love and instead goes for the A-material: genes associated with 
cancer, intelligence, sex (of course), and more.  
 
Lives of a Cell: Notes of a Biology Watcher Lewis Thomas (Author) Thomas explores the world around us and 
examines the complex interdependence of all things. Extending beyond the usual limitations of biological science and into 
a vast and wondrous world of hidden relationships, the book explores in personal, poetic essays topics such as computers, 
germs, language, music, death, insects, and medicine.  
 
The Youngest Science: Notes of a Medicine-Watcher Lewis Thomas (author) A doctor's fascinating view of what 
medicine was, and what it has become. Thomas first learned about medicine by watching his father practice in an era when 
doctors comforted rather than healed. Looking back upon his experiences as a medical student, young doctor, and senior 
researcher, Thomas notes that medicine is now rich in possibility and promise.  
 
And the Waters Turned to Blood Rodney Barker (Author) Don't drink the water. Don't swim in it, fish in it, or even 
bathe in it. Rodney Barker's book details the latest plague to visit our shores: Pfiesteria piscicida, the "cell from hell," an 
aquatic microorganism that causes sufferers to exhibit symptoms similar to Alzheimers or multiple sclerosis and the 
government’s attempts to suppress reports.  
 
The Hot Zone: A Terrifying True Story Richard Preston (Author) The dramatic and chilling story of an Ebola virus 
outbreak in a surburban Washington, D.C. laboratory, with descriptions of frightening historical epidemics of rare and 
lethal viruses. More hair-raising than anything Hollywood could think of because it's all true.  
 
The Demon in the Freezer Richard Preston (Author) On December 9, 1979, smallpox, the most deadly human virus, 
ceased to exist in nature. After eradication, it was confined to freezers located in just two places on earth: the Center for 
Disease Control in Atlanta and the Maximum Containment Laboratory in Siberia. Since the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 a 
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sizeable amount of the former Soviet Union's smallpox stockpile remains unaccounted for, leading to fears that the virus 
has fallen into the hands of nations or terrorist groups willing to use it as a weapon.  
 
The Botany of Desire: A Plant's-Eye View of the World Michael Pollan (Author) Pollan's fascinating account of four 
everyday plants and their co-evolution with human society challenges traditional views about humans and nature. Using 
the histories of apples, tulips, potatoes and cannabis to illustrate the complex, reciprocal relationship between humans and 
the natural world, he shows how these species have successfully exploited human desires to flourish.  
 

 

 

Optional Assignment 2 – Summer Scavenger Hunt 

Extracurricular activity scavenger hunt.  Complete the task listed and provide the appropriate documentation 
(indicated in parentheses). For every 2 that you complete and document successfully, you will receive an extra 
credit coupon that can be used throughout the school year towards your grade, exam, quizzes and more!  

1. Watch the news/Check the Google News Aggregator/Read a newspaper at least once a week. (copy of article, 
or log of date/URL and a 1-sentence summary of a news item from each week)  

2. Feed ducks/geese on three separate occasions. (photos, what you fed them and why you chose that food)  

3. Grow a plant. (Start from seed with pictures documenting growth. Veggies are great option)  

4. Go to two state parks and take a walk. (photos AND maps)  

5. Go to the Zoo. (photos AND stub, what were your favorite exhibits and why)   

6. Go see a movie at the MOSH planetarium. (photo of you in the hallway- you can’t take a picture in the gallery 
AND stub)  

7. Do some YOGA. (photo for proof on three occassions)  

8. Go to the beach. Collect sand in a glass jar and three different shells. Submit photos and names of shells found  

9. Catch a cicada. (molt)  

10. Take a bike ride (take a picture of you and your bike BEFORE you ride and a picture where you end up ☺) 

11. Make a Tik Tok about how excited you are to take AP Biology (send the link to our remind text) 

12. Sleep outside, under the stars. (photo)  

13. Photograph 3 animals in the wild (do not get close to gators or venomous snakes; safety first). List common 
and scientific names of each on each photo. 

14. Build your own personal website/ start your own blog. (url)  

15. Make your own clothing. (wear it to school) 
16. Identify three species of tree in your neighborhood. (leaves & genus/species of each). 
17. Hold five earthworms OR two slugs. (photo) 
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Summer Assignment Overview Checklist 

Task 

# 

Due 

Date 

Task Description Objective Check it 

off when 

complete 

1 August 

1st 

Mandatory Assignment 1: Letter of 

introduction email sent to 

raichartk@duvalschools.org 

Ms. Raichart can know a bit about 

you before we start our year. 

 

2 August 

1st 

Mandatory Assignment 2 – Signing 

up for class communication 

Students will be signed up and 

ready to receive class 

communications by August 1st. 

Ms. Raichart will send some 

reminders before school begins 

 

4 1st Day 

of 

School 

Mandatory Assignment 3 Get your 

supplies for AP Biology Class 

Get your AP biology Supplies 

Assemble your supplies for class 

so we can get started right away. 

There is no time to waste in AP 

Bio 

 

5 1st Day 

of 

School 

Mandatory Assignment # 5 Get your 

BILL ready by creating a unique to 

you cover. 

Have your BILL ready 

Students BILL is ready and student 

is prepared to engage in 

interactive learning processes. 
Helps student easily find their 

BILL after grading. 

 

NA 1st Day 

of 

school  

OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT 

Scavenger HUNT  

Have some fun this summer… you 

deserve it and you will need the 

rest! 

 

NA 1st Day 

of 

School 

OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT 

Read one of the selected titles and 

submit a 3-page written response 

There are lots of options. Find 

something that interests you and 

enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

 


